
Can vs Could

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The king only gazed at his little princess with a look which she ________
not understand.
1. could

Clarke heard the words quite distinctly, and knew that Raymond was
speaking to him, but for the life of him he ________ not rouse himself from his
lethargy.

2.
could

Well, all I ________ say is you are very lucky.3. can

I did all I ________ to help; but all seems little, to the point of crime, when
one of these poor innocents lies in such misery.
4. could

This trouble emerging, the least I ________ do was to be guided by a
similar loyalty to them.
5. could

The prospect offered ________ hardly have been more repellent to him,
but he got out an acceptance somehow.
6. could

All I ________ do is to fling two camellias in his face.7. can

I ________ assure you that my wife will welcome you.8. can

And yet-snare or no snare, intentionally or unintentionally-here he was,
prettily trapped; and for the life of him he ________ see no way out of it again.
9.

could

Nothing ________ have been more perfect than the manner of this
excellent woman when she arrived; yet her small religious house seemed a
very out-of-the-way corner of the world.

10. could

And, kneeling there close to that face so sad and lonely, that heart so
beaten even in its sleep, he knew that he ________ not do it-knew it with
sudden certainty, and a curious sense of peace.

11.
could

I wish you ________ see him play Lear.12. could

But he found he ________ not get even a finger through the chink
between the slab and the rock.
13. could
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She had risen and looked down at him; so slight, and light, and young, but
so fixed, and so determined; and disturbed, vexed, as he was, he ________
not frown away that fixed look.

14.
could

It was all he ________ do to lift the largest stone he had taken out of the
hole, but he did manage to shove it in again.
15. could

Hannah did all she ________ to cheer the boy and to encourage him to
hope for next year, but he had little to say in reply, and went to bed early.
16. could

Indeed, although Edith had seen Gilbert Fletcher only a few times since
her marriage, she felt that she ________ go to him any time if she were in
trouble, with the certainty of sympathy and help.

17.
could

I was so used to see and to conceive him in a high, authoritative attitude,
that when I had conceived his position on this journey, I was pained and
________ have blushed.

18.

could

I have known him cast something just said into a dozen lines of musical
verse, without apparently ceasing to talk; but the work once done he
________ not or would not amend it, and my father thought he lacked all
ambition.

19.

could

And as to the dogs, if you are resolved to accept that position all I
________ say is that you must keep a head on your shoulders.
20.

can
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